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Abstract

Multi-domain generalization (mDG) is universally
aimed to minimize the discrepancy between training and
testing distributions to enhance marginal-to-label distri-
bution mapping. However, existing mDG literature lacks
a general learning objective paradigm and often imposes
constraints on static target marginal distributions. In this
paper, we propose to leverage a Y-mapping to relax the
constraint. We rethink the learning objective for mDG and
design a new general learning objective to interpret and
analyze most existing mDG wisdom. This general objective
is bifurcated into two synergistic amis: learning domain-
independent conditional features and maximizing a poste-
rior. Explorations also extend to two effective regulariza-
tion terms that incorporate prior information and suppress
invalid causality, alleviating the issues that come with re-
laxed constraints. We theoretically contribute an upper
bound for the domain alignment of domain-independent
conditional features, disclosing that many previous mDG
endeavors actually optimize partially the objective and thus
lead to limited performance. As such, our study distills a
general learning objective into four practical components,
providing a general, robust, and flexible mechanism to han-
dle complex domain shifts. Extensive empirical results in-
dicate that the proposed objective with Y-mapping leads
to substantially better mDG performance in various down-
stream tasks, including regression, segmentation, and clas-
sification. Code is available at https://github.com/
zhaorui-tan/GMDG/tree/main.

1. Introduction
Domain shift, which breaks the independent and identi-
cal distributed (i.i.d.) assumption amid training and test
distributions [51], poses a common yet challenging prob-
lem in real-world scenarios. Multi-domain generalization
(mDG) [3]) is garnering increasing attention owing to its
promising capacity to utilize multiple distinct but related
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Aim1: Learning domain invariance
Others None
DANN min�H(P (�(X) | D))
CDANN, CIDG, MDA min�H(P (�(X),Y | D))
Ours: GAim1 min�, H(P (�(X), (Y) | D))

Reg1: Integrating prior
Others None
MIRO, SIMPLE min�DKL(P (�(X),Y)kO)
Ours: GReg1 min�, DKL(P (�(X), (Y))kO)

Aim2: Maximizing A Posterior (MAP)
Others min�H(P (Y,�(X)))
Ours: GAim2 min�, H(P (Y,�(X))) +H(P (Y, (Y)))

Reg2: Suppressing invalid causality
Others None
CORAL min��H(P (�(X) | D)) +H(P (�(X)))
MDA,RobutsNet min��H(P (�(X) | Y)) +H(P (�(X)))
Ours: GReg2 min�, �H(P (�(X) |  (Y))) +H(P (�(X)))

Table 1. A summary of objectives of ERM [14], DANN [13],
CORAL [48], CDANN [29], CIDG [28], MDA [16], MIRO [19],
SIMPLE [30], RobustNet [10], VA-DepthNet [32] and Ours. All
constants are omitted here. ‘Others’ denotes no other specified
methods. For more details, see Supplementary Material 7.

source domains for model optimization, ultimately intend-
ing to generalize well to unseen domains. Intrinsically, the
primary objective for mDG is the maximization of the joint
distribution between observations X and targets Y across
all domains D:

maxP (X,Y | D) =P (Y | D)P (X | Y,D)

=P (X | D)P (Y | X,D).
(1)

A prevalent approach initiates by maximizing the marginal
distribution P (X|D) before presuming an invariant
P (Y|X) = P (Y|X,D) across domains [58], anchored on
an assumption that P (Y|D) remains consistency across D.

Is P (Y|D) truly static across domains? In other words,
does Y truly lack domain-dependent features? In classi-
fication tasks, typically, the influence of D on Y is sub-
stantially marginal. However, this assumption is not uni-
versally applicable, particularly in tasks such as regression
or segmentation. Consequently, MDA [16] relaxes the as-
sumption of stable P (Y|D) by providing an average class
discrepancy, allowing both P (X|Y,D) and P (Y|D) vary
across D. However, MDA has to conduct class-specific
sample selection under domains for obtaining P (X|Y,D),
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Symbols Descriptions
dn 2 D, n  N ; d0 2 D: The n-th observed domains in all domains; Unseen domains

in all domains.
X,Y; Xn,Yn; X0

,Y0. All observations and targets; Observations and targets in dn;
Observations and targets in d

0.
P (x): Distributions where x corresponds to the random variables.
�, : Learnable transformations that codify X,Y into the same la-

tent RKHS.
�(X), (Y): Mapped X,Y. Within the RKHS realm, �(X), (Y) follow

Multivariate Gaussian Distributions.
O; R(·); �·,·: Prior knowledge (oracle model); Empirical risks; Covariance

between two variables.
C : �(X), (Y) ! Y: Predictor that predicts Y from �(X), (Y).

DKL(·k·);H(·);Hc(·, ·): KL divergence; Entropy; Cross-entropy.

Table 2. A summary of notations.

which constrains its objective’s universality and struggles
with tasks beyond basic classification, especially where Y
is not discrete.

To better tackle the D-dependent variations in both X
and Y for border tasks beside classification, we introduce
two learnable mappings, � and  , that project X and Y into
the same latent Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Space (RKHS),
assumed to extract D-independent features from X,Y. In-
corporating these, Eq. 1 can be changed as

max�, P (�(X), (Y)), s.t., �(X), (Y) ?? D. (2)

Built upon the optimization of Eq. 2, we further identify two
additional issues that warrant consideration. 1). The syn-
ergy of integrating prior information and domain-invariant
feature learning plays a crucial role. pre-trained (oracle)
models can be used as priors [19, 30] to regulate feature
learning. 2). Issues regarding invalid causality predica-
ment within the P (Y|D) static assumption relaxation dur-
ing learning the invariance come to light. This is aligned
with the causality premise �(X) !  (Y) to maximize
P (�(X), (Y) | D). Efforts must be made to suppress
invalid causality  (Y) ! �(X) during invariant-feature
learning (Refer to Eq. 8 for derivation).

Considering these findings, the general objective for
mDG, which copes with the above issues and effectively
relaxes the static target distribution assumption, is crucial.
To be specific, it should consist of four key parts: Aim1-
Learning domain-invariant representations and Aim2- Max-
imizing the posterior; with two regularization Reg1- Inte-
grating prior information and the Reg2- Suppression of in-
valid causality. In essence, the objective should certify in-
variant representations of X,Y across domains while pre-
serving the prediction relationship in X!Y. As a notable
contribution, we redesign the conventional mDG paradigm
and uniformly simplify most previous works’ empirical ob-
jectives, as summarized in Table 1 while Notations are
shown in Table 2.

Most current mDG studies only focus on classification.
SOTA methods such as MIRO [19] and SIMPLE [30] pro-
pose learning similar features by “oracle” models as a
substitute for learning domain-invariant representations for
mDG. Worth mentioning, we counter MIRO’s argument by

confirming the persisting necessity of domain-invariant fea-
tures, even under prior distribution, by theoretically deviat-
ing from minimizing the Generalized Jensen-Shannon Di-
vergence (GJSD). MDA [16] pioneered the relaxation of the
P (Y|D) static assumption, yet without explicitly introduc-
ing a Y-mapping function, and overlooked the emergence
of invalid causality that arises upon the relaxation. Beyond
classification, RobustNet [10] and VA-DepthNet [32] ex-
plore their methods on mDG settings in segmentation and
regression but propose no explicit objective for mDG. Im-
portantly, our theoretical analysis and empirical findings
suggest that mere aggregation of all the aforementioned ob-
jectives fails to yield a comprehensive general objective for
mDG. For instance, term�H(P (�(X|D))), coupled with
prior knowledge utilization, could inadvertently precipitate
performance degradation.

In this paper, we introduce the General Multi-Domain
Generalization Objective (GMDG) to overcome current
limitations in current methods, relaxing the static assump-
tion of P (Y|D) (overall formulation is shown in Section 3).
Meanwhile, we propose an actionable solution to the invali-
dated causality through the minimization of the Conditional
Feature Shift (CFS). Our main contributions can be summa-
rized as follows:
• We theoretically prove that domain generalization can

be improved through the minimization of Generalized
Jensen-Shannon Divergence (GJSD), with the incorpo-
ration of prior knowledge, leading to the derivation of an
alignment upper bound (PUB) (Section 3).

• We analyze existing approaches, demonstrating their in-
complete optimization against the GMDG and identify-
ing unexpected terms they inadvertently introduce (Sec-
tion 4).

• Our approach is the first try that is designed as compat-
ible with existing mDG frameworks and exhibits perfor-
mance improvements in a suite of tasks, including regres-
sion, segmentation, and classification, as confirmed by
our comprehensive experiments (Section 5).

Notably, our results that only used one pre-trained model as
prior in classification tasks exceed the SOTA SIMPLE++,
which employs 283 pre-trained models as an ensemble or-
acle, while yielding consistent improvement in regression
and segmentation, as shown in Figure 1. This further sug-
gests the superiority of GMDG.

2. Related work
Multi-domain generalization. Most current mDG meth-
ods focus only on classification tasks. To learn better D-
independent representations for mDG, DANN [13] min-
imizes feature divergences between the source domains.
CDANN [29], CIDG [28], and MDA [16] additionally take
conditions into consideration and aim to learn conditionally
invariant features across domains. [5, 7, 19, 30] point out
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that learning invariant representation to source domains is
insufficient for mDG. Thus, MIRO [19] and SIMPLE [19]
adopt pre-trained models as an oracle for seeking better
general representations across various domains, including
unseen target domains. Meanwhile, RobustNet [10] con-
strains conditional covariance shifts and conducts mDG
segmentation, and little exploration focuses on mDG re-
gression, though many other works pay attention to single
domain generalization [20, 24, 32, 37]. Our study shows
that their objectives optimize partially GMDG, leading to
sub-optimal results.

Multi-domain generalization assumptions. In the lit-
erature, different assumptions are proposed to simplify the
task as described by the original objective in Eq. 1. One
assumption is that the P (Y|X,D) is stable while only
marginal P (X|D) changes across domains [45, 55]. [54]
point out that X is usually caused by Y thus P (Y|D)
changes while P (X|Y,D) is sable or P (X|Y,D) changes
but P (Y|D) stays stable, or a combination of both. Thus,
MDA [16] allows both P (Y|X,D) and P (X|D) change
across domains but needs selecting samples of each class
for the calculation. Moreover, it considers no prior. This pa-
per further relaxes these assumptions by extracting domain-
invariant features in X,Y.

Using pre-trained models as an oracle. Previous meth-
ods such as MIRO [19] have employed pre-trained models
as the oracle to regularize �. SIMPLE [30] employs at most
283 pre-trained models as an ensemble and adaptively com-
poses the most suitable oracle model. RobustNet [10] and
VA-DepthNet [32], only use pre-trained models as initial-
ization rather than additional supervision.

3. A general multi-Domain generalization ob-
jective

General Multi-Domain Generalization Objective (GMDG)
essentially comprises a weighted combination of Four
terms, each term designated by an alias:

min�, vA1H(P (�(X), (Y) | D))| {z }
GAim1

+ vA2[H(P ( (Y),�(X))) +H(P (Y, (Y)))]| {z }
GAim2

+ vR1DKL(P (�(X), (Y))kO)| {z }
GReg1

�vR2H(P (�(X) |  (Y))) +H(P (�(X)))| {z }
GReg2

.

(3)

Theoretically, we justify that GAim1 and GReg1 can be
effectively revised by minimizing the Generalized Jensen-
Shannon Divergence (GJSD) with prior knowledge between
visible domains for optimization. Meanwhile, we derive
an upper bound termed as an alignment Upper Bound with
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Figure 1. Segmentation and regression results of baselines and
+GMDG on samples in unseen domains.

Prior of mDG (PUB). Importantly, we demonstrate using
GReg2 not only cope with the invalid causality brought by
P (Y|D) static assumption relaxation. Regarding GReg2,
it can be simplified by minimizing the Conditional Feature
Shift (CFS), i.e., the shift between unconditional and con-
ditional features, which can be calculated by  . More theo-
retical details are provided as follows.

3.1. Theoretical Details
Learning of D-independent conditional features under
prior. The generalization alignment upper bound (PUB), a
novel GJSD variational upper bound that is tied to domain
generalization alignment, is derived based on the general-
ized Jensen-Shannon divergence (GJSD) [31].

Definition 1 (GJSD). Given J distributions, {P (Zj)}Jj=1

and a corresponding probability weight vector w,
GJSDw({P (Zj)}Jj=1) is defined as:

XJ

j=1
wjDKL(P (Zj)k

XJ

j=1
wjP (Zj))

⌘H(
XJ

j=1
wjP (Zj))�

XJ

j=1
wjH(P (Zj)).

(4)

Our method addresses the standard scenario in which the
weights are evenly distributed across domains: w1 = ... =
wN = 1/N . To achieve �(X), (Y) ?? D, minimizing
domain gap between P (�(Xn), (Yn)) can be converted
to minimizing GJSD across all domains:

min�, GJSD({P (�(Xn), (Yn))}
N
n=1)

⌘min�, H(P (�(X), (Y) | D))

� E[H(P (�(Xn), (Yn)))].

(5)

We further involve a prior knowledge distribution O un-
der the consideration of a variational density model class Q.
Drawing upon [9], we have a variational upper bound:

GJSD({P (�(Xn), (Yn))}
N
n=1)

Hc(E[P (�(X), (Y)] | D),O)� a,
(6)

where a , PN
n=1 H(P (�(Xn), (Yn))) is constant w.r.t

�, , hence ignored during optimization. The novel PUB is
derived from Eq. 6, is:

min�, PUB({P (�(Xn), (Yn))}
N
n=1)

,min�, P (�(X), (Y) | D))

+DKL(P (�(X), (Y))kO))� a.

(7)
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Figure 2. (a) Diagram of causality in the proposed method.
(b) Depth predictions on the unseen domain sample between
model trained without and with GReg2.

Minimizing PUB is the proposed objective for GAim1
and GReg1. This implies that methods like MIRO, solely
minimizing GReg1, might result in substantial suboptimal-
ity, leaving the domain gap unresolved. We discuss two
situations of O in Section 4.

Suppressing invalid causality. The relaxation of
P (Y|D) static assumption may lead to unexpected causal-
ity while learning the invariance. GAim1 is reformed as:

GAim1 =H(P (�(X) |D))+H(P ( (Y) |�(X),D))

=H(P ( (Y) |D))+H(P (�(X) | (Y),D)),
(8)

where minimizing GAim1 with relaxation of P (Y|D)
static assumption may lead to  (Y)!�(X) since the term
H(P ( (Y)|�(X),D)) and �(X) !  (Y) since the term
H(P (�(X)| (Y),D)).

Figure 2 graphically demonstrates the causal diagram
under this scenario. Since the prediction relationship from
�(X) ! Y and the casual path  (Y) ! Y, �(X) !

 (Y) should be preserved for prediction. However, the
casual path �(X) !  (Y) may compromise the pred-
ication from �(X) ! Y when  (Y) is unknown dur-
ing the inference, leading to generalization degradation.
This unveils that the invalid causality from  (X) !

�(Y) that may happen during the learning invariance needs
to be suppressed as max�, H(P (�(X)| (Y)),D) while
min�, H(P ( (Y)|�(X)),D), which can be simplified as:

min
�, 

H(P (�(X)))�H(P (�(X))|P ( (Y))), (9)

where is GReg2. See more mathematical details in Supple-
mentary 7. Our experiments also unveil the phenomenon
of invalid causality within invariant feature learning, where
suppressing it could improve generalizability. The investi-
gation of previous objectives also discloses that, in address-
ing the varying P (Y|D), constructs akin to GReg2 are of-
ten implicitly included (see Table 1), though their efficacy
was not explicitly stated. Moreover, their efficacy may be
compromised due to the lack of  and other objective terms.

Then, we assume that �(X), (Y ) in the RKSH
follow Multivariate Gaussian-like Distributions which
are denoted as N (�(X);µX,⌃XX),N ( (Y);µY,⌃YY).
P (�(X)| (Y)) follows N (�(X)| (Y);µX|Y,⌃XX|Y).

GReg2 can be simplified as:

H(N (�(X);µX,⌃XX))

�H(N (�(X) |  (Y);µX|Y,⌃XX|Y))

=
1

2
ln(

|⌃XX|

|⌃XX|Y|
) � 0,

(10)

where the inequality stands owing to the Condition Re-
ducing Entropy. This implies H(N (�(X);µX,⌃XX))�
H(N (�(X) |  (Y);µX|Y,⌃XX|Y)), deduced from
|⌃XX|� |⌃XX|Y|�0, considering they are positive semi-
definite. Distinct from the [18, 52] which decompose causal
effects through extra networks, our method is based on
transfer entropy (TE) by ensuring TE(�(X)! (Y ))�
TE(�(X)! (Y )), i.e., H(�(X)| (Y ))�H( (Y )|�(X)).
Thus, minimization of Eq. 10 occurs iff |⌃XX| = |⌃XX|Y|,
reformulating the task asmin�, |⌃XX|�|⌃XX|Y|, where
⌃XX|Y = ⌃XX�⌃XY⌃�1

YY⌃YX, per [21]. Therefore,
GReg2 is simplified as minimizing Conditional Feature
Shift (CFS):

min
�, 

|⌃XY⌃�1
YY⌃YX|. (11)

3.2. Empirical losses derivations
This section presents the empirical losses used to implement
Eq. 3. More detailed derivation can be referred to in Supple-
mentary 7. We introduce the mapping  to relax the static
target distribution. The implementation of  varies across
tasks, utilizing MLPs for classification and regression, and
ResNet-50 for segmentation. To promote a consistent la-
tent space, the mapped  (Y) retains the same dimension
as that of �(X).  (Y) and �(X) are separately fed into
C for making predictions and obtaining LA2 for posterior
maximization:

LA2(C,�, ) = Hc(�(X),Y) +Hc( (Y),Y). (12)

To mitigate domain shifts and learn domain invariance, we
minimize cross-domain conditional feature distribution dis-
crepancies. Specifically, the mean and variance of the joint
distribution of (�(X), (Y)) in each domain are estimated
using VAE encoders. Consider n-pairs means and vari-
ance of n domains, we derive a joint Gaussian distribu-
tion expression P (�(Xn), (Yn)) , N (xn,yn;µn,⌃n).
Accordingly, we establish E[P (�(Xn), (Yn))] ,
N (x̄, ȳ; µ̄, ⌃̄) where µ̄ = E[µn], ⌃̄ = E[⌃n]. Base on PUB
in Eq. 7, we introduce LA1 to minimize the conditional fea-
ture gap across domains:

LA1(�) =
Xn

i=1
(log |⌃i|+ ||µ̄� µi||

2
⌃�1

i
). (13)

To integrate prior information, similar to MIRO, we uti-
lize VAE encoders to capture the means and variances of
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X: P (�(X)) , N (x;µx,⌃x) and the output features xO

form O. Given that O preserves the correlation between
X (�(X)) and Y ( (Y)), and is frozen during training,
Y, (Y) is omitted in empirical loss. We propose LR1 to
minimize the divergence between features and O:

LR1(�) = log |⌃x|+ ||xO � µx||
2
⌃�1

x
. (14)

For suppressing the invalid causality, derived from
Eq. 11, the loss is designed to minimize the CFS:

LR2(�) = ||⌃XY⌃�1
YY⌃YX||2, (15)

where ⌃XY = E[(�(X)� E[�(X)])>(�(Y)� E[�(Y)])],
and a similar calculation process is done for ⌃YY and
⌃YX. The final loss is a weighted combination of the above
losses1:

L(C,�, )=vA1LA1+vA2LA2+vR1LR1+vR2LR2. (16)

4. Connection to previous methods
We validate our objective function’s efficiency theoretically
and demonstrate its connections with previous objectives,
indicating that previous mDG efforts have partly optimized
the proposed objective. Refer to Table 1 and Supplemen-
tary 8 for a detailed understanding of previous objectives.

Using  v.s. not using  . Previous works rarely
employed  to map Y, whereas we show its benefits
for mDG tasks. Employing Jensen’s inequality, we ob-
tain H(E[P (�(Xn), (Yn))]) � H(E[P (�(Xn),Yn)]).
When other objectives remain the same, we compare the
model with parameters ✓ optimized via the  mapping,
against another model without  using parameters ✓n :

supR(✓n ) � supR(✓ ). (17)

The equivalence is valid only if  serves as a bijection,
a condition prevalent in practical scenarios like classifica-
tion. Thus, this mapping does not hinder model perfor-
mance in classification tasks. It also implies that using
 (Y) can lower generalization risks after optimization, es-
pecially when Y contains features dependent on D. This
could potentially yield superior generalization in segmen-
tation and regression tasks. Detailed proof can be seen in
Supplementary 7.

Remark 1 (Importance of Y mapping  ). Besides relax-
ing the static distribution assumption of Y,  conveys two
other notable benefits: 1). X and Y may originate from dif-
ferent sample spaces with distinct shapes. By applying map-
pings,  (Y) can be adapted to the same shape as �(X). In
practice, concatenating �(X) and  (Y) is often used as in-
put for VAE encoders to capture P ( (Y),�(X)). 2). The

1See detailed hyper-parameters settings in Supplementary 10.

derivation of Eq. 11 requires the computation of covariance,
which mandates that two variables occupy the same sample
space - a condition fulfilled by applying  (Y).

Incorporating conditions leads to lower generaliza-
tion risk on learning invariant representations. A few
past works [13, 48] minimize domain gaps between features
without condition consideration. Its objective for Aim1 is:

H(P (�(X) | D)) H(P (�(X) | D))+

H(P ( (Y) | �(X)),D) = GAim1.
(18)

While the other objectives are identical, we con-
sider a model with parameters ✓

nc, trained with
min H(P (�(Xn))), against another model with ✓

c pa-
rameters, trained with GAim1. In this scenario, their em-
pirical risks satisfy:

supR(✓nc) � supR(✓c). (19)

See the mathematical details in Supplementary 7. This re-
veals that without condition consideration, the minimiza-
tion of generalization risk is merely partial due to the over-
looked risk correlated to Y. Additional evidence supporting
the importance of condition consideration is provided by
CDANN [29] and CIDG [28]. Our experiments, conducted
through a uniform implementation, also lend support to it.

Effect of oracle model O. As stated by MIRO [19] and
SIMPLE [30], a generalized O comprising both seen and
unseen domains yields significant improvements. During
the derivation of Eq. 7, we find that the disregard GAim1
term in MIRO [19] and SIMPLE [30] may result in inferior
outcomes to our proposed objective.

Remark 2 (Synergy of learning invariance, integrating prior
knowledge and suppressing invalid causally). For readabil-
ity, we have divided the overall mDG objective into four as-
pects despite all terms being interconnected. Specifically, as
shown by PUB in Eq. 7, GReg1 collaborating with GAim1
brings more performance gains than the case when it is
solely applied. Moreover, Eq. 8 shows that the side effect of
invalid causality in GAim1 is alleviated by combining with
GReg2, underscoring the significance of combining learn-
ing invariance, integrating prior knowledge, and suppress-
ing invalid causally. It also suggests that all terms are syn-
ergistic and contribute together to improved results.

Validating our assertions via experiments, Section 5.5
ablation study finds that simple cross-domain covariance
limitation (GReg2) cannot ensure improved results with
prior knowledge.

5. Experiments
Four groups of experiments are done to validate the pro-
posed GMDG. A toy example validates the relaxation of
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Affine transformations Squared and cubed transformations

ERM +LA1(�) +LA1(�, ) ERM +LA1(�) +LA1(�, )
No DCDS 0.3485 0.3537 0.3369 1.5150 0.4652 0.3370

With DCDS 0.4144 0.2290 0.1777 0.8720 1.5868 0.8241

Table 3. Toy experimental results: MSE losses on testing
set.+LA1(�) denotes LA1 is used without  while +LA1(�, )
denotes  is used. Best results are highlighted as bold. DCDS
denotes domain-conditioned distribution shift.

GAim2 H(P ( (Y) | �(X))) +H(P (Y |  (Y))) GReg1 DKL(P (�(X),Y | D)kO))
iAim1 H(P (�(X) | D)) GAim1 H(P (�(X),Y) | D)
iReg2 �H(P (�(X),D) +H(P (�(X))) GReg2 �H(P (�(X) |  (Y))) +H(P (�(X)))

Table 4. Notations for terms.

P (Y|D) static assumption brought by  of Y. Further-
more, we conduct experiments on regression, segmenta-
tion, and classification tasks and use complex benchmark
datasets. For a simplification, please refer to Table 4 for the
formulations of terms and their alias.

5.1. Toy experiments on synthetic datasets
We perform a regression task on synthetic data to illustrate
the impact of using  , showcasing its potential for superior
results if  is not bijective.

Synthetic data. Supplementary Figure 3 illustrates the
construction of synthetic data, built on X-Y pair latent fea-
tures with a linear relationship, ensuring invariant existence.
To better explore this issue, we created four distinct data
groups: without and with distribution shift, used affine or
squared and cubed transformations as domain-conditioned
transformations, and their cross combinations. More de-
scription can be seen in Supplementary 10.

Experimental setup. We use two of three constructed
domains for training and validation and the last one for test-
ing. Validation and test losses are calculated by MSE. To
maintain fairness, all experiments adopt the same network
which is selected by the best validation results. Learning
aims to find invariant hidden features of X,Y while pre-
serving predictive ability from unseen X to Y .

Results. Toy experiment results are reported in Table 3,
which are also visualized in Figure 4. It is observed that
across all settings, employing  with LA1 yields supe-
rior results, outperforming ERM and ERM+LA1(�) with-
out  , validating the enhanced generalization effect brought
by utilizing  whenever Y varies per domain, supporting
Eq. 17. Supplementary Figure 4 shows that  does learn the
invariant representations for Y to relax previous Y -invariant
assumption. Specifically, learning the invariance of Y with
 results in superior invariant representations as the latent
representations of X,Y are primarily linear, aligning with
X and Y ’s linear relationship during data construction. The
bottom-left figures reveal that though ERM has learned the
most invariant �(X), it suffers the worst test loss, indicat-
ing that a well-learned invariant �(X) is not sufficient when
Y also has domain-dependent traits. The results also sug-

SILog# Abs Rel# RMS# Sq Rel# RMS log# �1" �2" TD

Backbone (Swin-L) 11.1473 10.98 56.11 8.86 14.32 87.47 98.05
VA-DepthNet (GAim2) 10.9357 11.15 56.36 9.02 14.41 87.73 98.02

SGReg1+GAim2 10.6548 10.49 52.63 8.04 13.72 89.75 98.12
GAim1+GReg1+GAim2 10.1924 10.39 50.52 7.68 13.39 89.86 98.17
GAim1+GReg1+
GAim2+GReg2 (GMDG) 10.1402 10.27 50.59 7.72 13.22 90.53 97.98

Backbone (Swin-L) 14.2078 16.20 81.22 16.30 20.59 72.44 96.35
VA-DepthNet (GAim2) 14.7080 16.76 83.17 17.07 21.44 71.46 95.11

CoGReg1+GAim2 14.1600 16.41 80.78 16.56 21.02 72.06 95.38
GAim1+GReg1+GAim2 13.9978 15.90 77.97 15.70 20.25 73.37 95.86
GAim1+GReg1+
GAim2+GReg2 (GMDG) 14.2803 15.57 77.45 15.27 19.94 74.40 95.47

Backbone (Swin-L) 11.6132 12.87 44.51 8.01 15.58 84.57 97.87
VA-DepthNet (GAim2) 11.5080 12.50 43.98 7.67 15.37 84.78 97.87

OGReg1+GAim2 10.4061 11.71 39.02 6.87 13.83 88.27 98.17
GAim1+GReg1+GAim2 10.4907 11.53 38.43 6.69 13.68 88.46 98.17
GAim1+GReg1+
GAim2+GReg2 (GMDG) 10.4438 11.33 38.95 6.66 13.67 88.86 98.16

Backbone (Swin-L) 14.7350 18.36 52.31 13.05 20.06 74.74 93.94
VA-DepthNet (GAim2) 15.0300 17.99 56.54 13.20 20.64 72.40 94.38

HGReg1+GAim2 14.7377 17.02 55.39 12.06 19.86 74.05 95.17
GAim1+GReg1+GAim2 14.5018 17.14 52.10 12.01 19.37 76.13 94.95
GAim1+GReg1+
GAim2+GReg2 (GMDG) 14.1414 15.90 52.22 10.72 18.95 76.27 96.10

Backbone (Swin-L) 12.9258 14.60 58.54 11.56 17.64 79.81 96.55
VA-DepthNet(GAim2) 13.0454 14.60 60.01 11.74 17.97 79.09 96.35

Avg.GReg1+GAim2 12.4897 13.91 56.96 10.88 17.11 81.03 96.71
GAim1+GReg1+GAim2 12.2957 13.74 54.76 10.52 16.67 81.96 96.79
GAim1+GReg1+
GAim2+GReg2 (GMDG) 12.2514 13.27 54.80 10.09 16.45 82.52 96.93

Table 5. Regression results: Comparison of results between pro-
posed and previous methods. Added terms to the baseline are high-
lighted as blue. The best results for each group are highlighted in
bold. TD: Test Domain.

gest that assuming that Y vary across domains, using LA1

without  may not yield superior results.

5.2. Regression on benchmark datasets: Monocular
depth estimation

We conduct the Monocular Depth Estimation task as the
real-world regression task to further verify GMDG.

Experimental setup. We employ VA-DepthNet [32]
with Swin-L [33] backbone as the baseline and follow their
hyperparameter settings. Experiments are conducted on
NYU Depth V2 [46]. To construct multiple domains, we
split the dataset into four categories: ‘School’ (S), ‘Of-
fice’ (O), ‘Home’ (H), and ‘Commercial’ (Co). We con-
duct the standard leave-one-out cross-validation as an eval-
uation method. We use the best checkpoint on the seen do-
mains for the evaluation. Note that all models are trained
on the newly constructed dataset. Statistical results on pop-
ular evaluation metrics such as the square root of the Scale
Invariant Logarithmic error (SILog), Relative Squared er-
ror (Sq Rel), Relative Absolute Error (Abs Rel), Root Mean
Squared error (RMS), and threshold accuracy (�1, �2) are
used as evaluation metrics. See more experimental details
in the Supplementary 10.

Results. The Monocular Depth Estimation results are
exhibited in Table 5. It can be seen that using terms that are
proposed in GMDG leads to better generalization on unseen
domains, and using the full GMDG leads to the best results
in most metrics. The improvements suggest the feasibility
of our GMDG in real-world regression tasks. Specifically,
using GReg2 with other terms significantly improves the
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TD Ci B M Avg.
DeepLabv3+ 35.46 25.09 31.94 30.83
IBN-Net 35.55 32.18 38.09 35.27

RobustNet (GAim2, GReg2) 37.69 34.09 38.49 36.76
GAim1+GAim2+GReg2 38.58 34.72 39.11 37.47
GReg1+GAim2+GReg2 38.13 35.02 39.29 37.48
GAim1+GReg1+GAim2+GReg2 (GMDG) 38.62 34.71 39.63 37.65

Table 6. Segmentation results: Comparison of mIoU(%) between
proposed and previous methods. The models are trained on GTAV
and SYNTHIA domains. The added objective terms are high-
lighted as blue. The best results are highlighted in bold.

results when Home is the unseen domain, which is the most
difficult domain to be generalized for the VA-DepthNet, and
barely compromises the performances while using other
domains as the unseen. This reveals that suppressing the
causality can improve the generalization of the model (refer
to Figure 2 (b) for visual results). Note that, except SILog,
all metrics results are scaled by 100 for readability; due to
the lack of objective targeting on the mDG problem, VA-
DepthNet performs worse than its baseline. See more visu-
alizations in Supplementary 11.

5.3. Segmentation on benchmark datasets
Experimental setup. We follow the experimental setup of
RobustNet [10] for mDG segmentation experiments, par-
ticularly using DeepLabV3+ [8] as the semantic segmen-
tation model architecture, with ResNet-50 backbone and
SGD optimizer. As shown in Table 1, RobustNet’s objec-
tive is equivalent to using GAim2 and GReg2. Consistent
with previous methods, mIoU serves as our evaluation met-
ric. Datasets comprise real-world datasets (Cityscapes [11]
(Ci), BDD-100K [53] (B), Mapillary [35] (M)) and syn-
thetic datasets (GTAV [41], SYNTHIA [42]). Specifically,
we train a model on GTAV and Cityscapes, testing on other
datasets. We compare our results to DeepLabv3+[8], IBN-
NET[36] and RobustNet [10]. We use Intersection over
Union (mIoU) as the evaluation metric. See Supplemen-
tary 10 for more experimental details.

Results. Table 6 shows the efficacy of our proposed
objective in segmentation tasks upon introducing  . Ab-
lation results highlight that using  alongside GAim1 can
enhance baseline performance, experimentally substantiat-
ing that the introduction of  , in relaxing assumptions,
boosts performance for better generalization. Using GReg1
alone also improves average mIoU. Importantly, the most
enhancement in average mIoU is observed when GReg1
and GAim1 are used together, which finds validation in the
PUB derivation in Eq. 7. See more results and visualiza-
tions in Supplementary 11.

5.4. Classification on benchmark datasets
Experimental setup. We operate on the DomainBed
suite [14] and leverage standard leave-one-out cross-

Non-ensemble methods
TD PACS VLCS OfficeHome TerraInc DomainNet Avg.
MMD [27] 84.7±0.5 77.5±0.9 66.3±0.1 42.2±1.6 23.4±9.5 58.8
Mixstyle [57] 85.2±0.3 77.9±0.5 60.4±0.3 44.0±0.7 34.0±0.1 60.3
GroupDRO [43] 84.4±0.8 76.7±0.6 66.0±0.7 43.2±1.1 33.3±0.2 60.7
IRM [1] 83.5±0.8 78.5±0.5 64.3±2.2 47.6±0.8 33.9±2.8 61.6
ARM [56] 85.1±0.4 77.6±0.3 64.8±0.3 45.5±0.3 35.5±0.2 61.7
VREx [23] 84.9±0.6 78.3±0.2 66.4±0.6 46.4±0.6 33.6±2.9 61.9
CDANN [29] 82.6±0.9 77.5±0.1 65.8±1.3 45.8±1.6 38.3±0.3 62.0
DANN [13] 83.6±0.4 78.6±0.4 65.9±0.6 46.7±0.5 38.3±0.1 62.6
RSC [17] 85.2±0.9 77.1±0.5 65.5±0.9 46.6±1.0 38.9±0.5 62.7
MTL [4] 84.6±0.5 77.2±0.4 66.4±0.5 45.6±1.2 40.6±0.1 62.9
MLDG [26] 84.9±1.0 77.2±0.4 66.8±0.6 47.7±0.9 41.2±0.1 63.6
Fish [44] 85.5±0.3 77.8±0.3 68.6±0.4 45.1±1.3 42.7±0.2 63.9
ERM [49] 84.2±0.1 77.3±0.1 67.6±0.2 47.8±0.6 44.0±0.1 64.2
SagNet [34] 86.3±0.2 77.8±0.5 68.1±0.1 48.6±1.0 40.3±0.1 64.2
SelfReg [22] 85.6±0.4 77.8±0.9 67.9±0.7 47.0±0.3 42.8±0.0 64.2
CORAL [48] 86.2±0.3 78.8±0.6 68.7±0.3 47.6±1.0 41.5±0.1 64.5
mDSDI [5] 86.2±0.2 79.0±0.3 69.2±0.4 48.1±1.4 42.8±0.1 65.1

Use ResNet-50 [15] as oracle model.
Style Neophile [20] 89.11 - 65.89 - 44.60 -
MIRO [19] (GReg1) 85.4±0.4 79.0±0.3 70.5±0.4 50.4±1.1 44.3±0.2 65.9
GMDG 85.6±0.3 79.2±0.3 70.7±0.2 51.1±0.9 44.6±0.1 66.3

Use RegNetY-16GF [47] as oracle model.
MIRO 97.4±0.2 79.9±0.6 80.4±0.2 58.9±1.3 53.8±0.1 74.1
GMDG 97.3±0.1 82.4±0.6 80.8±0.6 60.7±1.8 54.6±0.1 75.1

Ensemble methods
PACS VLCS OfficeHome TerraInc DomainNet Avg.

Use multiple oracle models.
SIMPLE [30] 88.6±0.4 79.9±0.5 84.6±0.5 57.6±0.8 49.2±1.1 72.0
SIMPLE++ [30] 99.0±0.1 82.7±0.4 87.7±0.4 59.0±0.6 61.9±0.5 78.1

Use ResNet-50 [15] as oracle model.
MIRO + SWAD 88.4±0.1 79.6±0.2 72.4±0.1 52.9±0.2 47.0±0.0 68.1
GMDG + SWAD 88.4±0.1 79.6±0.1 72.5±0.2 53.0±0.7 47.3±0.1 68.2

Use RegNetY-16GF [47] as oracle model.
MIRO + SWAD 96.8±0.2 81.7±0.1 83.3±0.1 64.3±0.3 60.7±0.0 77.3
GMDG + SWAD 97.9±0.3 82.2±0.3 84.7±0.2 65.0±0.2 61.3±0.2 78.2

Table 7. Classification results: Comparison of results between the
proposed and previous non-ensemble and ensemble mDG meth-
ods. The best results for each group are highlighted in bold.

validation as an evaluation method. We experiment on
5 real-world benchmark datasets, including PACS [25],
VLCS [12], OfficeHome [50], TerraIncognita [2], and Do-
mainNet [38]. The results are the averages from three trials
of each experiment. Following MIRO, two backbones are
used for the training (ResNet-50 [15] pre-trained in the Im-
ageNet [15] and RegNetY-16GF backbone with SWAG pre-
training [47]). The backbones are trained with our proposed
objective barely and further with SWAD [6], respectively.
See Supplementary 10 for more experimental details.

Results. Table 7 displays the results of non-ensemble al-
gorithms and ensemble algorithms that employ pre-trained
models as oracle models. Specifically, our proposed ob-
jectives demonstrate more substantial improvements when
a higher-quality pre-trained oracle model (O) is applied.
When employing the ResNet-50 model, our approach yields
average improvements of approximately 0.3% and 0.1%
without and with SWAD, respectively, compared to MIRO.
In contrast, when RegNetY-16GF serves as an oracle,
GMDG results in significant average improvements of 1.1%
and 0.9% without and with SWAD, respectively. Remark-
ably, our approach outperforms 0.1% more than the SOTA
method, SIMPLE++, which relies on an ensemble of 283
pre-trained models as oracle models, whereas ours only
engages a single pre-trained model. Overall, these re-
sults strongly support GMDG’s effectiveness in classifica-
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Used objectives Art Clipart Product Real Avg. Imp.
Without O (GReg1)

GAim2 (ERM) 78.4±0.7 68.3±0.5 85.8±0.4 85.8±0.3 79.6±0.2 0.0
GAim2 + iAim1 (DANN) 79.1±1.0 68.6±0.0 85.6±0.8 86.1±0.5 79.8±0.2 +0.2
GAim2 + GAim1 (CDANN, CIDG) 79.1±0.7 69.1±0.1 85.7±0.5 86.3±0.6 79.9±0.4 +0.3
GAim2 +iReg2 (CORAL+ ) 79.1±0.1 69.9±0.4 86.0±0.1 86.3±0.4 80.3±0.2 +0.7
GAim2 + GReg2 79.2±0.1 69.9±1.4 86.1±0.5 86.1±0.1 80.3±0.3 +0.7
GAim2 + GAim1
+ GReg2 (MDA+ ) 79.5±1.1 69.2±1.2 86.2±0.2 86.5±0.2 80.3±0.0 +0.7

With O (GReg1)
GAim2 + GReg1 (MIRO, SIMPLE) 83.2±0.6 72.6±1.1 89.9±0.5 90.2±0.1 84.0±0.2 0.0
GAim2 + GReg1 +iAim1 83.4±0.5 73.1±0.8 89.7±0.4 90.1±0.3 84.1±0.2 +0.1
GAim2 + GReg1 + GAim1 83.7±0.3 74.0±0.6 90.1±0.3 90.3±0.2 84.5±0.2 +0.4
GAim2 + GReg1 + iReg2 82.9±0.5 72.5±0.3 90.3±0.3 90.0±0.3 83.9±0.1 -0.1
GAim2 + GReg1 + GReg2 83.4±0.2 72.3±0.2 90.1±0.3 90.1±0.3 84.0±0.2 +0.0
GAim2 + GReg1
+ GAim1 + GReg2 (GMDG) 84.1±0.2 74.3±0.9 89.9±0.4 90.6±0.1 84.7±0.2 +0.7

Table 8. Ablation studies: Results of using different combinations
of terms on HomeOffice. Imp. denotes Improvement that gained
form GAim2 and GAim2 + GReg1, respectively.

tion tasks. See more results in Supplementary 11.

5.5. Ablation studies
To better compare our objective with previous objectives,
we conduct a systematic ablation study on the classification
task since most previous objectives are only available for
classification due to the lack of  . Experimental setup.
In the ablation studies, we test varied terms (see Table 8)
combinations on the HomeOffice dataset using SWAG pre-
training [47] and SWAD [6]. Every experiment is repeated
in three trials, sharing the same hyper-parameter settings for
evaluation. See Supplementary 10 for more details.

Results. Table 8 presents ablation study results. The
first column denotes previous methods equivalent to term
combinations. The main findings are as follows. See Sup-
plementary 11.1 for more other findings.

1). Previous methods that partially utilize our proposed
objectives often yield suboptimal results. Note that iAim1
is the unconditional version of GAim1. By eliminating
other factors, it can be seen that employing our proposed
full objectives offers the most significant improvements,
while previous objectives may lead to inferior results.

2). The effectiveness of using conditions. By conduct-
ing uniform implementation and testing, it can be observed
that the use of conditions yields superior results compared
to the unconditional approach. This observation aligns with
Eq. 19, suggesting that minimizing the gap between con-
ditional features across domains leads to improved gener-
alization. The disparity in performance between CDANN
and DANN might be attributed to differences in their im-
plementation details.

3). Learning invariance is crucial, regardless of whether
integrating prior knowledge. Evidently, learning invariance
facilitates improvement whether prior is applied or not, as
validated in the PUB derivation in Eq. 7. This contradicts
MIRO’s argument that achieving similar representations to
a prior can replace the need for learning invariance.

4). Impacts of using prior. The significant improvement
owes to the use of a pre-trained oracle model (O) preserv-

ing correlations between X and Y - a concept validated by
MIRO and SIMPLE. However, utilizing our full set of ob-
jectives can further enhance this improvement by an addi-
tional 0.7%. Notably, the invalid causality may not work
when using prior knowledge, while the invariance across
domains is not permitted. We hypothesize that such invalid
causality is inherently eliminated within a ‘good’ feature
space obtained by O, but may be reintroduced when we
minimize the domain gap with O. Thus, using the full ob-
jective can synergistically produce optimal results.

5). Constraining only the covariance shifts of features
across domains (iReg2) does not guarantee better results
when prior knowledge is available. We find that using
the objectives of CORAL performs better than DANN,
CDANN, and CIDG. The results suggest that consider-
ing the covariance shifts of features does lead to im-
provements, which we hypothesize are primarily driven by
H(P (�(X))). However, when a large pre-trained oracle
model (O) is provided, the performance actually degrades.
This implies that the use of O implicitly minimizes the co-
variance shifts of features across domains. Under this sce-
nario, the unexpected effect of �H(P (�(X|D))) hinders
improvement, while the benefits brought by H(P (�(X)))
are diminished by the use of prior knowledge. In contrast,
GReg2 continues to yield improvements. This suggests that
GMDG is more versatile and suitable for various situations.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a general objective, namely
GMDG, by relaxing the static distribution assumption of Y
through a learnable mapping  . GMDG is applicable to di-
verse mDG tasks, including regression, segmentation, and
classification. Empirically, we design a suite of losses to
achieve the overall GMDG, adaptable across various frame-
works. Extensive experiments validate the viability of our
objective across applications where previous objectives may
yield suboptimal results compared to ours. Both theoretical
analyses and empirical results demonstrate the synergistic
effect of distinct terms in the proposed objective. Simplisti-
cally, we assume equal domain weights whilst minimizing
GJSD, presenting the future scope for dealing with imbal-
ance situations triggering unequal domain weights.
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